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Editor’s comment

Editor’s comment...
Welcome to the eleventh issue of insider, the 
official magazine for timeware® partners worldwide.
At the time of writing, we are experiencing something rather peculiar for Greater Manchester - a 
mini heat-wave! The timeware® support team are cranking-up the BBQ in the carpark, the dress 
code has been dropped so it’s shorts and T-shirts and the electricity meter is flying as every 
room in the building has at least two fans running on top speed. I’m not worried, normal service 
will resume shortly. Something tells me that this won’t last past Friday and then it will be back 
to 12°, grey skies and permanent drizzle. Just the way I like it!

In this issue we talk about Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and how the project management 
team plan the annual upgrade of all SLA2s and 3s. We also explain how we encourage the 
smaller customers to upgrade and discuss plans to eventually move all SLA1s to SLA2 status.

I’ve included six development pages on the timeware® Tokyo terminal. This is probably the most 
important hardware development project in the history of the company – even more important 
than the network compatible v5.

If anyone has completed an interesting installation that they would like to share, don’t hesitate, 
just email the details for inclusion in the next issue! As always, thank-you for your continued 
commitment to the timeware® brand and if you have any further questions, please contact the 
support team on +44(0)1706 658222. Simon Birchall Managing Director timeware® (UK) Ltd.

Simon Birchall
Managing Director
timeware® (UK) Ltd

SLAs provide 
two of the ’big 

5’ features that 
help to maintain a 
strong customer 

relationship: 
Excellent support 

and yearly 
software upgrades

2 August 2017
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Partner assist program

January 2017
5th - timeware® 2017 workshop, Lemboss Time Recorders
6th - timeware® 2017 workshop, London Hilton Hotel on Park 
Lane, Wisegrove Ltd

February 2017
9th - Demo assist, South Wales Time Recorders
21st - timeware® 2017 workshop, North East Time Recorders

March 2017
8th to 22nd - timeware® 2017 training workshop in Accra, Ghana 
with visisure (West Africa) Ltd

May 2017
25th - timeware® 2017 workshop, Auto Time Systems
26th - timeware® 2017 workshop, Auto Time Systems

June 2017
5th & 6th
July 2017
13th & 14th
August 2017
17th & 18th
September 2017
14th & 15th
October 2017
13th & 14th
November 2017
9th - Launch of timeware® 2018 at Broadfield Hotel, Rochdale.*
16th - Partner technician timeware® Professional 2018 workshop 
at Broadfield Hotel, Rochdale.*

Partner assist program

To reserve a Partner assist day, please contact Liz Broadhurst in timeware® customer care on 
customer.care@timeware.co.uk or call +44 (0)1706 659368

*Broadfield Hotel, Sparrow Hill, Rochdale, Lancashire, OL16 1AF.

timeware® are committed to providing quality product training for all partners. We have allocated a number of dates throughout the year 
when a timeware® technician could visit your site to provide training on any area of timeware®. If several partners need to cover the same 
topics, timeware® will provide a training venue at no cost.

4 August 2017
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The timeware® 2018 technicians’ workshop will take place at the 
Broadfield Hotel on Thursday 16th November 2017 at 10:30am.

We will be running through all the 2018 features and 
modifications AND the timeware® Tokyo terminal so 
consequently the timeware® team would appreciate if all 
technicians and support staff could attend.

Dave Webb and the timeware® support staff will be in 
attendance and Nathan Price and Simon Birchall will be 
available to discuss the current development plan.

We will be posting an agenda on www.timeware.info nearer the 
time. Please book your places with Charlotte Kavanagh ASAP.

Technicians workshop 

To reserve a place at a timeware® workshop, please contact Charlotte Kavanagh in timeware® customer care on 
customer.care@timeware.co.uk or call +44 (0)1706 659368

Broadfield Hotel, Sparrow Hill, Rochdale, Lancashire, OL16 1AF.

events

5August 2017
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News

B-Fest 2016...

Rhiannon Warren (Team Leader) & Dayle WhittakerSimon & 
Kenny Kango

Bury College is brilliant at supplying apprentices to timeware® (UK) 
Ltd. Over the past four years, we have employed six people that 
were sourced by the college and we have plans to take on another 
four over the next two years. Steve McMillan and his team from 
Bury College do a wonderful job and 
so when 
timeware® 
found out 
about the 
B-Fest event 
in June last 
year, it was 
decided that 
one good 
turn deserves 
another. 

timeware® sponsored the New Horizons fundraiser to the tune of 
£1,300 assisting the department to organise an event for students 
with learning difficulties to travel to Blackpool on an exciting 
residential.

The residential was a great success, 8 students and 8 staff 
members had a fantastic time

6 August 2017
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News

Louis Rawlinson New Horizons Group

7August 2017
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News

B-Fest 2017...
B-Fest 2017 must be ‘Bigger and Better’ than last year, said Adam 
Grundy New Horizons tutor and BFEST Organiser. And what a great 
event it was, with over 10 stalls, great bands and temperature’s 
reaching over 30°. A phenomenal amount of effort had been made 
by the team to ensure all of the students had a great time and its 

true when they say that the achievements of an organisation are 
the results of the combined effort of each individual. The plans for 
next year’s residential have to be based on the specialist needs 
of each student. With this thought in mind, timeware® offered to 
double their sponsorship to £2600 helping a truly wonderful cause. 

timeware® UK Ltd MD, Simon Birchall presenting a cheque to 
Rhiannon (Team Leader)

Ragnor Mondon 

8 August 2017
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News

What an unbelievable day!

9August 2017
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News & information

Many people have asked me why we chose Africa and in particular 
Ghana as a base to grow the timeware® brand.

In the late 90’s, the company recognised the benefits of export 
revenue and I began researching countries that were primarily 
English speaking, had a strong manufacturing base with 
companies employing 500+ staff but more importantly, were far 
enough out of the way to be ignored by our larger competitors!

Stability & growth

West Africa looked like a strong contender although there were 
bloody civil wars raging in Liberia and Sierra Leone. Ghana, 
however, looked interesting as it had not experienced civil unrest, 
unlike many of its neighbours, since its independence from 
Great Britain in 1957. Since my first visit to Ghana in 1999, we 
have grown our market share by implementing procedures and 
methodologies developed by timeware® back in the UK. visisure 
(West Africa) Ltd is our approved partner covering the West Africa 
region from its base in Accra, Ghana. Once the neighbouring 
countries regained political stability, the visisure team were able 
to install systems right across the West African region.

The problem with ghosts

‘Ghost workers’ are an endemic problem across Africa. A ghost 
worker is someone recorded on a payroll system, but who does 

not work for the business. The ghost can be a real person who 
knowingly or not is placed on the payroll, or a fictitious person 
invented by the dishonest employee. The fraud attacks the payroll 
system with false employees. The aim of the fraud is to have a 
wage paid to the ghost and collected by the dishonest employee. 
This is done by entering the ghost employee into the payroll 
system. The fraud does not require an accomplice but, depending 
on how wages are paid, an accomplice may make the fraud easier 
to conduct as it will eliminate any need to convert the payment 
from the ghost to the dishonest employee.

What is the extent of the problem of ghost workers in Africa?

September 2015: Cameroon says it does not recognize more than 
10,000 people claiming salaries as state workers, costing the 
central African nation an estimated $12 million every month.

May 2016: Tanzania has removed more than 10,000 ”ghost 
workers” from its public sector payroll in a crackdown on 
corruption. Payments to the non-existent employees had 
been costing the government more than $2m (£1.4m) a month, 
according to the prime minister’s office.

June 2016: Nigeria has removed 23,846 employees from 
the government payroll, after an official audit revealed they 
don’t exist. Cutting out these ”ghost workers” will reduce the 

Why Africa?

10 August 2017
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News & information

government’s monthly wage bill by 2.3 billion 
naira ($11.5 million), Nigeria’s finance ministry 
said in a statement.

July 2016: The Ministry of Public Service, 
(Uganda), has removed 5,586 employees from 
the government payroll following an audit which 
revealed they did not exist. (source: various).

A timeware® solution

95% of the timeware® systems installed in Africa 
are fingerprint biometric. The introduction of 
such systems can sometimes be problematic 
as the people benefiting from the ‘ghost worker’ 
problem are always in managerial positions and 
are sometimes part of the team responsible for 
organising the purchasing and implementation of 
their company’s attendance solution! As salaries 
begin to climb and as more secure banking 
controls are introduced and ultimately as more 
people become aware of the harm that ‘ghost 
workers’ can cause a business, It is hoped that 
that the practice will diminish but until then, 
timeware® provides an effective solution for a 
continent-wide problem.

11August 2017
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The world of timeware®...

Below are the ten countries (or regions), where timeware® has a strong presence. But as you know, we never sit still! The visisure team 
in west Africa are busy trying to break into several new markets including Mali, Guinea and Cameroon. Over the next five years we want 
to see timeware® spreading right across the African continent to the East coast as far as Kenya and down south to countries such as 
Angola, Namibia and Botswana. Wherever there is a business employing a large group of people, timeware® will be knocking on their door 
to provide a one-stop workforce management solution. Outside of Africa, we have our eyes on Canada and Australia. We see both of these 
strong economies as ideal platforms for timeware’s® overseas growth.

The timeware® world is growing…

REPUBLIC 
OF 

IRELAND

Population:

4.7 million*

NORthERN
IRELAND

Population:

1.9 million*

SCOtLAND

Population:

5.4 million*

ENGLAND

Population:

55 million*

SIERRA 
LEONE

Population:

7.5 
million*

COtE’ 
D’IVOIRE

Population:

24.2 million*

LIBERIA

Population:

4.7 million*

GhANA

Population:

28.8 million*

NIGERIA

Population:

190.8 million*

WALES

Population:

3.1 
million*

*Estimated June 2017

timeware® regions:

12 August 2017
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Country in focus...

Wales is a country that is part of the United Kingdom and the 
island of Great Britain. It is bordered by England to the east, the 
Irish Sea to the north and west, and the Bristol Channel to the 
south. It had a population in 2011 of 3,063,456 and has a total 
area of 20,779 km2 (8,023 sq mi). Wales has over 1,680 miles 
(2,700 km) of coastline and is largely mountainous, with its 
higher peaks in the north and central areas, including Snowdon, 
its highest summit. The country lies within the north temperate 
zone and has a changeable, maritime climate. (source Wikipedia)

Although Wales closely shares its political and social history with 
the rest of Great Britain, and the vast majority of the population 
speaks English, the country has retained a distinct cultural 
identity and is officially bilingual. Over 560,000 Welsh language 
speakers live in Wales, and the language is spoken by a majority 
of the population in parts of the north and west.

UK Business Counts (2016)
Wales (Numbers)
Micro (0 To 9) 88,930
Small (10 To 49) 9,260
Medium (50 To 249) 1,375
Large (250+) 300
Total 99,860

Wales...

13August 2017
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

timeware® Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
help to maintain a close working relationship 
with each customer.

Liz Broadhurst

What level of service do  
your customers deserve?...
Selling a timeware® system is easy. The hard part comes when its 
time to implement the system and to ensure its smooth running 
24/7 year upon year.

timeware® global assist is the name given to the support 
agreement that timeware® (UK) Ltd offers to all of its customers. 
Each global assist agreement contains details of the customers’ 
designated support level agreement (SLA)

The SLA always covers both software and hardware.

During the demonstration phase, the customers global assist 
SLA will be discussed, documented and included in a quotation. 
Following the first 12 months free support, the customer will 
receive an invoice for the following year’s global assist. Support is 
not compulsory but is strongly recommended!

How will the timeware® support team help?

Within customer care we have a full-time, office based support 
team that are available to answer customer’s questions between 
8.30am and 5.30pm each weekday, Excluding bank holidays.

Incidents can also be reported out of office hours using our web-
based helpdesk service.

When addressing an incident, the support team utilise remote 
desktop called team viewer to access the customer’s network, 
(with their permission), to identify and rectify the reported 
problem.

14 August 2017
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

SLA 1:  from £517.00 per year plus 
hardware warranty costs

Unlimited telephone support.

Hardware cover on all itemised hardware 
(excluding vandalism).

Monthly customer care call.

SLA 2:  from £895.00 per year plus 
hardware warranty costs.

All the features of SLA1.

A pre-arranged site visit to upgrade software 
and firmware and to provide product awareness 
training.

SLA 3:  Costs determined by scope of 
required managed services.

All the features of SLA2.

A complete timeware® managed service.

hardware warranty
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On behalf of timeware® customer care: Signed 
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Global Assist 

Support

Agreement

workforce management solutions

3 Fieldhouse Road

Rochdale, Lancashire, OL12 0AD

+44 (0) 1706 659368

 customer.care@timeware.co.uk

www.timeware.org

Design by www.ta-design.co.uk

workforce management solutions

terms & conditions
Payment terms Payment to be made annually before current support agreement expires.

Availability of support Monday to Friday (except bank holidays) between 08.30 and 17.30.

Procedure 
The administrator must contact timeware® on +44 (0) 1706 658222.  

 
After the identity of the customer has been verified, the administrator must  

 
give a description of the new fault (please be patient as timeware® records the  

 
details).  

 
The administrator will be given an incident number and a member of the  

 
timeware® primary support team will endeavour to resolve the fault.

 
In the event that primary support cannot resolve the fault, the matter will be  

 
automatically passed to the secondary support team.  

 
Secondary support will contact the administrator within the same working  

 
day.

Customer Responsibility The administrator must provide all information necessary to enable   

 
timeware® to fulfil its obligations under this agreement.

 
If timeware® establish that any of the hardware covered by this agreement  

 
is faulty, replacement equipment will be sent by courier on the same day (if  

 
the call is made and the situation is assessed before 12:00) or the next day  

 
(otherwise).

 
The customer is responsible for fitting the replacement equipment and must  

 
return the faulty equipment to timeware® within 14 days.

Service Reviews Yearly.

Additions & Changes  Can be proposed and discussed during an annual review.

to SLA 
All additions and changes to the SLA must be agreed in writing by   

 
both parties prior to implementation.

t2-0530: Copyright NMD3 Ltd (2014)

t2-0530 Global Assist Agreement PRINT.indd   1-1

17/02/2014   12:26
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Mike, please describe a typical customer with an SLA1 global 
assist agreement…

SLA1 customers fall into three distinct types, two of which are 
legacy and one which is current.

The first legacy type are customers that are running timestart, 
a product that we manufactured from 1993 to around 2002 but 
apparently works forever! There is no annual charge for this type 
of customer because there are never any day-to-day problems.  
We send timelines magazines to this group of customer and make 
customer care calls on a quarterly basis. We are slowly converting 
this group to full timeware® users.

The second legacy type are running older versions of timeware® 
with old attendance or access terminals that are not supported 
by the current software. These customers are only paying for 

software support as we did not offer any type of hardware support 
until  the launch of the v10 back in 2010. This type of customer 
could be a 90 employee business with just one terminal running 
timeware® 2009 or a 250 employee business with eight terminals 
running timeware® 2013. In both cases the support would be 
software only at £517/pa. 

The final type of customer in this category uses current software 
and post v9 hardware with a support value of less than around 
£900/pa. These customers are usually two or three versions of 
software old and would only have one terminal and possibly a fire 
alarm monitor. If this type of customer was to expand to include 
and additional terminal or an access controlled door, they would 
automatically be upgraded to SLA2 status.

Roadshows and timelines articles are the way promote the idea of 
system upgrades to these customers.

An overview of the basic support level, SLA 1...

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Customers on SLA1 are on the first rung of 
the timeware® support ladder.

Mike Coope

16 August 2017
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Typical SLA1 customer configuration

Software 
£517/pa

Legacy 
terminal not 
supported

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

SLA 1:  from £517.00 per year plus 
hardware warranty costs

Unlimited telephone support.

Hardware cover on all itemised hardware 
(excluding vandalism).

Monthly customer care call.

Breakdown of Global Assist Agreement cost

Software £517/pa

Legacy terminal Not supported

Total £517/pa

timeware® server 
with SQL database 

capped at 6GB 17August 2017
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Mike, what’s the arrangement for customers with an SLA2 global 
assist agreement…

The most important feature of the SLA2 agreement is the annual 
software upgrade. The knock-on effect of this benefit is immense 
as the support team are only having to remember the features of 
the last two versions.

I spend the majority of my time organising the annual upgrades, 
however this is made easier by each customer agreeing to an 
upgrade month at the point of installation. I simply contact them 
two months prior to arrange the exact upgrade dates. Each 
customer is also allocated a field technician which again makes 
the planning much easier. The four field technicians are aware of 

what work they will be completing for any month of the year – it’s a 
system that work extremely well!

The annual support spend range for SLA2 customers varies 
depending on the quantity of hardware they have installed. The 
larger SLA2 customers are multi-site and therefore multi terminal.

With access control accounting for some 40% of terminal sales 
there are now several sites that have in excess of 100 attendance 
and access terminals

SLA2 customers have been our core-business for the past 10 years 
and have been instrumental in the success of the timeware® end-
user business.

An overview of the standard support 
level, SLA 2...

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Customers on SLA2 form the core 
of our support business.

Mike Coope

18 August 2017
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

SLA 2:  from £517.00 per year plus 
hardware warranty costs.

All the features of SLA1.

A pre-arranged site visit to upgrade software 
and firmware and to provide product awareness 
training.

timeware® 
remote 

application

Typical SLA2 customer configuration

Touchscreen 
terminal 
£191/pa

Touchscreen 
terminal 
£191/pa

Fire alarm 
monitor 
£123/pa

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

Software 
£517/pa

timeware® server 
with SQL database 

capped at 6GB

Breakdown of Global Assist Agreement cost

Software £517/pa

Customisation £161/pa

Touchscreen terminal 2 x £191/pa

Fire alarm monitor £123/pa

Total £1183/pa

Customisation
 £161/pa

19August 2017
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Mike, if customers with SLA2 global assist agreements are your 
core business, that what is an SLA3?

SLA3 is the next level. Think for a moment:  the majority of received 
support calls are due to configuration errors – incorrect daily 
schedules, wrong overtime thresholds, even incorrect absence 
reference codes affecting system customisation features. 

Why not eliminate these calls by not allowing the customer to 
make the changes in the first place. Instead of making changes to 
daily schedule, the customer’s timeware® administrator emails a 
daily schedule change request to their managed service contact in 

timeware® support. That person then make the change (with full 
testing), within  the agreed change request timescale. 

The end result is a happier customer (with fewer errors), a happier 
support department (with fewer support calls) and happier field 
technicians that no longer need to carry-out administrator training, 
just how to submit a change request.

The cost to the customer for an SLA3 currently ranges from £2,000 
/pa to £10,000/pa. These figures are based on the system size an 
complexity of system customisation.

An overview of the enhanced support 
level, SLA 3...

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

timeware® Managed service takes 
support to a whole new level!

Mike Coope

20 August 2017
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

SLA 3:  Costs determined by scope of 
required managed services.

All the features of SLA2.

A complete managed timeware® service.

timeware® 
remote 

application

Typical SLA3 customer configuration

Touchscreen 
terminal 
£191/pa

Touchscreen 
terminal 
£191/pa

Fire alarm 
monitor 
£123/pa

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

Client PC’s 
no annual 

charge

Software 
£FOC/pa

timeware® 
server with 

SQL database 
capped at 6GB

Customisation
 £161/pa

M
anaged        Service

Breakdown of Global Assist Agreement cost

Software FOC/pa

Customisation £161/pa

Touchscreen terminal 2 x £191/pa

Fire alarm monitor £123/pa

Managed service £4000/pa

Total £4666/pa

21August 2017
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timeware® roadshows

Roadshows are a great way to connect with 
customers. It’s really useful to meet people 
face-to-face!

Liz Broadhurst

Here we talk to Liz Broadhurst about the 
planning of the timeware® Roadshows:
Why roadshows?

SLA2 and SLA3 customer are upgraded annually, but SLA1 
customer are not. Roadshows have proved an effective method 
of highlighting timeware’s® latest features and assisting in the 
initiation of SLA1 upgrades. timelines magazines and sales 
brochures are great, but there is nothing better than a customer 
seeing the latest application features with their own eyes! 
The roadshows are a great way to create a low-pressure sales 
environment and filling the room with many different companies 
from the selected area provides the additional bonus of re-
assuring each customer that they are part of a much larger 
timeware® community. The main aim at each roadshow is to 
spend enough time on highlighting each new feature and time-
saving modification. The hope is that each customer leaves the

roadshow convinced that timeware® is the right product for their 
business and that the latest version is worth investing time and 
effort.

The locations…

We standardised on Best Western Hotels as preferred locations 
mainly because of their low rental cost and impressive UK 
coverage. There are currently over 280 two, three and four star 
properties within the group. Most Hotels provide above average 
conference facilities with the added bonus of decent overnight 
accommodation for venues that are some distance from home. 
We identify an area with a high number of SLA1 customers and 
pick a fairly central Hotel. A temporary reservation is then made 
with the hotel and the event appears in the timelines magazine 
and the www.timeware.org website.

22 August 2017
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timeware® roadshows

The costs…

The typical room hire cost for a two hour morning session with 
coffee and pastries at a North West Hotel would cost around £200 
whereas a similar venue within the M25 would cost around £350.

What equipment is required?

Most Hotels will have projectors and screens but we found it 
was good practice to provide our own. I also ensured that we 
had ample copies of timeware® sales literature and timelines, 
timeware® mouse mats and timeware® mugs.

How do you advertise the roadshow?

As well as advertising in timelines and on www.timeware.org, 
we send A5 size card invites to the main timeware® users of each 
customer within a 30 mile radius. Customer care then follow up 
each invitation and attempt to confirm the numbers attending.

How many attendees per session?

We have found that around 15 different companies, (around 30 
attendees), is the maximum size for a 90 minutes session. More 

than this number could cause the roadshow to overrun and 
become boring!

How many roadshow sessions per day?

We run one morning and one afternoon session at each hotel, 
demand permitting.
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Workflow analysis meeting

Mike Coope, timeware project manager 
describes a workflow analysis meeting…
What is a workflow analysis meeting?

It’s simply a discussion between the timeware® project 
management team and the main timeware® users where each 
aspect of the timeware® system is discussed to identify any 
potential areas of improvement. 

The workflow analysis meeting is the first step towards 
eliminating errors and reducing bottlenecks by introducing 
automated processes.

In the meeting we ask the customer to explain in detail  their  
business methods and procedures relating to personnel, absence 
management, attendance, payroll and any manual connections to 
other computer applications.

Ultimately we produce a report outlining our observations and we 

make a number of recommendations on ways that the customer 
can improve their methods and procedures by utilising standard 
and customised features within timeware®.

For example, we may discuss how ‘new-starter’ information is 
gathered and keyed into the personnel module. In this instance 
we could suggest that the new employee completes the form on 
a tablet and that a custom script would enable timeware® to ‘grab’ 
this data to populate the personnel database without requiring an 
operator to key-in the form.

What areas do you normally cover?

This really depends on which modules the customer is currently 
using. Most customers are using the personnel, absence 
management and attendance modules along with reports and 

Workflow analysis meetings help to 
smooth any bottleneck within the 
timeware® processes

Mike Coope
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exports. The majority of the improvements have 
an impact on these modules.

What benefits are to be gained from a workflow 
analysis meeting?

It’s a no-brainer! It’s yet another way of 
ensuring the customer is happy with their 
investment in timeware®. Remember, happy 
customers always pay their yearly support fees.

Do you charge for this meeting?

Absolutely not. No matter where the customer 
is based. We have flown to Aberdeen and driven 
to Dorset to complete these types of meetings.

August 2017 insiderinsiderAugust 2017 insiderinsiderinsiderinsider

Workflow analysis meeting
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timeware® timeline

A little bit of history…
As we are only months away from the launch of the Tokyo terminal, I thought it would be interesting to update the history of the life of 
timeware® and to remind everyone how we started, including the development of both the hardware and software. timeware® has been a 
truly overnight success, well an eventual success taking over 11,300+ days!

Part 1 of 3: 1986 – 1993 The early years…

1986-1988
Simon Birchall (current MD) & Peter Konnanov (current 
Chairman) meet at textile manufacturers ‘John Cockcroft & 
Sons Ltd in Todmorden Lancashire’

NMD (Northwest Micro-Design) partnership is formed.

1989
TAS (Time and Attendance System) was designed.

Software written in DIBOL for a digital equipment PDP11/73 
mini computer

timemaster 
terminal developed 
incorporating 
magnetic-strip 
reader.

Communicated with 
computer using 
RS232 (no networks 
in 1986!)

First system installed

The original schematic from John Cockcroft & Sons Ltd that 
led to the original idea of timeware®
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timeware® timeline

1990-1992 

The timeware® name is first used as a product name: (lowercase 
logo idea copied from digital equipment 
logo):  

timeware® II released (first PC based 
application in black and white) 

NMD multiplexer designed to allow 
more than one timemaster to be 
connected to a PC RS232 port. 

timemaster II terminal introduced 
(simple metal enclosure)

David Morris, owner of Autotime 
Systems becomes the worlds first 
timeware® dealer

Total of 25 timeware®  
systems installed

1993
timeware® III released (second PC application)

UK distributor network created

Colour support introduced

timemaster III terminal introduced (plastic enclosure)

timemaster Junior introduced (links to serial printer)

Total of 50 timeware®  
systems installedtimeware® II
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Articles

Out and about...

Richard Broadhurst installs another timeware® access and 
timeware® fire alarm monitor. This time at Salisbury Poultry 
in Bilsdon.

Harry Archer installing timeware’s® first IDS terminal at UK 
Electronics in Royton.
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Articles

Tim Groves from Addtime and Nathan Beveridge from timeware 
looking in a very serious mood during a product development 
meeting.

Wisegrove’s technician Steve Stratford getting busy installing 
another timeware access controller!
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Out and about (a little bit further)…

Simon Birchall with Michael Kraus Amafu, Lordson Abasa-Addo 
and Nadia Edja from Visisure (West Africa)

visisure (Liberia) Ltd. MD. Bright Davies and visisure (West Africa) 
MD. visiting Liberia Petroleum Refining Company (LPRC) in 
Monrovia, Liberia.
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Simon Birchall meets Isaac Kyere, (Support Analyst) and Solomon 
Arthur (IT Manager) from GTP to discuss the terms of the 
timeware® support agreement with visisure (West Africa) Ltd.

The largest timeware® site in Ghana, DTRT, where over 3,000 
employees rely on timeware® biometrics for their monthly pay 
cheque.  
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Development

timeware® roadmap update…

June
Begin development of timeware 2018 
visitor system.

Complete wall mounted bio reader PCB 
design

W/c 26th Receive 6 prototype project 
Tokyo HAT and PSU PCBs from UKE.

W/c 26th Assemble 4 Tokyo terminals and 
2 IDS terminals.

July
Install 2 project Tokyo terminals at UKE 
(assembly & wiring departments)

Install beta timeware® 2018 at UKE.

Install 1 IDS terminal at UKE (assembly 
department)

timeware® (UK) begins installing timeware 
2018 beta versions…

Begin development of timeware 2018 fire 
alarm ENHANCEMENT.

Begin development of timeware 2018 
personnel features including improved 
pension option.

Begin development of timeware 2018 video 
surveillance controller feature.

NP completes timeware 2018 visitor 
system.

W/c 31st Discuss requirements & place 
order for 20 Tokyo issue 2 PCBs

W/c 31st Place order for 20 Tokyo PSU 
PCB.

W/c 31st NP compiles timeware® 18.0.1.

August
NB begins 8 week timeware® 2018 
documentation project

September
NB completes timeware® 2018 
documentation project

W/c 25th TA complete timeware® 2018 
documentation re-brand

October
Take delivery of 20 Tokyo terminals using 
issue 2 PCB

November
9th Launch of timeware 2018 at Broadfield 
Hotel

9th All partners receive a complimentary 
Tokyo terminal.

16th Partner technician workshop at 
Broadfield Hotel

Are you interested in what’s happening at timeware® (UK) Ltd? We keep a ‘timeware® roadmap’ regularly 
updated on www.timeware.info to remind the Partners (and ourselves!), exactly what we are working on, 
on a weekly basis.

All completed task are marked in green and the roadmap reaches as far as December 2017.

Follow us on Twitter @timewarepartner
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The Tokyo launch date in November is getting closer and following a couple of months 
delay in development, we are now back on track! The following pages highlight some 
of the exciting new features including the Windows IoT dashboard, the Windows Device 
Portal, bio-enrolment and terminal audits.

The installation of the first two Tokyo attendance terminals and a Tokyo IDS terminal 
took place in late July at UK Electronics, with other beat test installations at Custom 
Design Technologies and the Empire 
Nightclub due in August.

I feel extremely confident in the Tokyo 
platform and I am convinced that it will 
provide a solid and reliable platform 
for all future developments. The 
Tokyo platform is the most significant 
advance in the history of the company, 
the potential for future development is 
truly phenomenal.

Watch out for videos on  
@timewarepartner

The Tokyo platform gives us 
unprecedented development potential…
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Windows IoT dashboard…
We promised some massive improvements for your support team and here is the first new feature, the Windows 10 IoT Core Dashboard.  
This is going to change the way you support end users forever. The dashboard allows the remote control of any Tokyo device on the 
network. You can control the device as though you were in the same room! The dashboard also allows access to the Tokyo filing system 
which means you can take a copy of the database held within the Tokyo memory. You can also run PowerShell, which is a task-based 
command-line shell and scripting language, designed especially for system administration.

The IoT dashboard also provides a quick link to the Windows Device Portal (see page 35)
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Windows Device Portal…
The second new feature is the Windows Device Portal. This feature enables you, (amongst many other things), to update the Tokyo 
software, select Wi-Fi networks, specify IP information, pair with Bluetooth devices, adjust speaker volume,  grab screen-shots from the 
Tokyo device and even monitor the Tokyo device performance.

When problem solving, remember that both the Windows IoT dashboard and the Windows Device Portal can be run remotely. First, use 
TeamViewer to access the customer’s network then use the IoT Dashboard to select the device and attempt to replicate the reported fault. 
You can copy the device database, (for emailing to timeware®), and use the Device Portal to upgrade the device software before finally 
replacing the database.
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Development

Employee Selection…
We’ve made it much simpler to select an employee from a list. The Tokyo terminal will present the user with a selection of letters relating 
to available surnames. Clicking on the letter will ‘jump’ the user to the first employee with a surname starting with the selected letter.
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Development

Enrolment…
A larger screen size means more information can be displayed 
relating to the option selected. When enrolling a finger, the scores 
are very clear and the terminal will audibly suggest that the finger 
is re-enrolled if the score is too low.
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Development

Booking…
We’ve introduced visual and audible instructions throughout the design of the Tokyo attendance terminal and the bookings process 
benefits from an on-screen reminder of how to ‘clock-in’ followed by auditable confirmation that the booking was accepted.
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Audit Log…
Every option that the supervisor enters is recorded in the audit trail. For example, when an employee enrols, the event is recorded along 
with their enrolment score. This new audit feature coupled with the IoT Dashboard and Device Portal will make the support of this device 
so much easier.
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www.timeware.info
This site is the hub for timeware® Partners. Visit this site regularly to keep 
up to date with everything timeware®.

• timeware® partner news
 Our twitter feed is updated several times a day with 

information about installations and developments. Follow 
us and we will re-tweet your timeware® stories to the 
timeware® Partner community.

• timeware® partner articles
 Keep up to date with interesting stories and excerpts from 

the insider magazine.

• timeware® roadmap
 This is our development plan for the year and includes 

information about the project Tokyo beta-site installations.

• Partner assist program
 A list of dates in 2017 that you can book free of charge. 

timeware® staff are available to train your staff, help with 
complex installs or clean your cars and make the tea;)

• Documents
 A list of downloadable .PDF documents that may help with 

demonstrations, installation and technical questions.

• Downloads
 Get a copy of your re-branded software from here!

• Project stages
 A new page that outlines the various stages associated with 

a timeware® install.

Follow us on Twitter @timewarepartner
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timeware® have appointed 
WORKPLACE LIVE as their official 
cloud services solution provider.
The development team have worked with 
WORKPLACE LIVE on a number of successful 
projects where timeware® has been installed in 
a cloud server accessed by clients using RDC’s. 
timeware® attendance terminals and door 
controllers are connected to the cloud using a VPN.

Partners wishing to discuss the benefits of 
converting their timeware® system to a cloud based 
solution can contact timeware® customer care on 
+44 (0)1706 659368.

WORKPLACE LIVE Ltd
7th Floor, Davis House, High Street, Croydon, CR0 1QE
Phone 0208 543 3322    Email info@workplacelive.com

In the cloud...
timeware® 

application server and router

timeware® 
client PC

RDC

timeware® 
client PC

RDC

data collection and 
access control 

terminals 

VPN

timeware® 
client PC

RDC

timeware® 
client PC

RDC
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Website development

Re-branding & exhibitions

Touchscreen theme designs

Logos & advertising

Brochures & stationery 

Hologram certifi cates

Brand development
TA Design offer a comprehensive service specialising in brand 
development, website design, magazine and catalogue design. 
We have worked with timeware® for over twenty years, developing their brand identity, websites, documentation 
and market presence. Along the way we have also developed our own skill set to suit their specialist requirements. 

We now design the touchscreen themes to a stage where they are ready for instant upload to the terminal and have 
assisted timeware® with the look and development of the latest software, personalising it and much more for many of 
the Associate Partners.

Opposite are a few examples of some of the items that we produce for timeware®.

ta design
thinking about design

Custom 
touchscreen 

terminal 
themes from

£80
+VAT

The Gatehouse | Fieldhouse Road | Rochdale | OL12 0AA
talk@ta-design.co.uk | www.ta-design.co.uk | 01706 86166242 August 2017
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Employee Self Service
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Absence Management
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Launch of timeware® 

Professional 2016 

12th November 2015

Accident book.

Improvements to personnel module.

Visitors module.

Support for Active 

Directory domain 

services.

Optimised for 

instalation in the cloud.

v12 attendance 

and access PCB’s 

supporting WiFi

Launch of timeware® 
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10th November 2016

Launch of timeware® 
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9th November 2017
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Launch of timeware® 

Professional 2020 

7th November 2019
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Widely recognised as one of the leading systems for workforce management solutions,  

timeware® products are synonymous with reliability, increased functionality and continuous innovation.

Modules include:
Personnel, Absence Management, Attendance, Access Control, Asset Management, Job Costing, Cost Centre Analysis, Fire Alarm Roll Call,  

ADP (Attendance Display Panel), Reports, Mobile Worker, To-do List & Dashboards, Payroll Interface, ESS, TWC and Machine Control.
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The timeware® partner site is available at
www.timeware.info
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